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Learn more about the Paper Temple cards at http://wogd.st4r.org/wogd-neophyte/
Paper Temple cards available at https://www.thegamecrafter.com/games/wogd-neophyte

the ritual deck to be lamen first followed by tool. If one is moving onward to the 1 = 10
Earth Elemental Grade ritual, officer tools are stacked before their respective officer lamens
in that ritual deck.

To repeat the 0 = 0 ritual, most officer lamens and weapons will need to switch places in

17.3. Aspirant. Collect the Aspirant cards underneath the ritual deck: Blindfold,
Rope, Neophyte Sash. This results in a ritual deck which is mostly faced as per the
opening.

17.2. Kerux. Pick up the following cards and put them on top of the ritual deck stack:
Banner of the East, Banner of the West, White Pillar, Black Pillar and both Double
Cubical Altar cards.

17.1. Hiero. Tap the Hiereus, Hegemon, Neophyte Sash (if present), Dadauchos,
Stolistes, Kerux, Sentinel, Banner of the West, Banner of the East, Double Cubical
Altar.
Place the Hierophant Wand squarely on the Hierophant Lamen.
Pick up the stacks for the following officers in this order, placing each officer underneath the previous one picked up: Hierophant, Sentinel, Hiereus, Hegemon, Dadauchos, Stolistes, Kerux. This is the ritual deck stack.

The deck is reassembled.

17. R EASSEMBLE THE N EOPHYTE D ECK

16.3. Hiero. The circle is open, but it is never broken, for we merry meet, merry
part, and merry meet again.
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2. T ERMINOLOGY
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Operation of the Paper Temple is described in some detail in the scripts, however
a few common terms are summarised here.
Above / Below: Indicates how a stack of cards is placed relative to another
stack of cards while remaining two separate stacks. Because the practitioner faces liturgical East, Above and Below translate to East and West,

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

A

EAST

The Hall is arranged on a grid of seven rows by five columns. Rows are numbered
1 through 7 from top to bottom. Row 1 is liturgical East. Row 7 is the West at the
close edge of the table. Columns are lettered A through E, from left to right, North
to South.
The Altar is always placed on the centre square, 4C.

1. T HE H ALL G RID

This document was compiled on Monday 2nd January, 2017.

magician to operate the W.O.G.D. 0 = 0 initiation in microcosm.

A BSTRACT. The Paper Temple Neophyte deck and this ritual script allows a single

S.R.E.S.

0 = 0 IN THE PAPER TEMPLE

2

S.R.E.S.

respectively. Whenever a card or stack is being placed uniquely, that is, not
on top of another card or stack, grid coordinates will be specified in the
script.
Active position: A sword, staff or wand card placed onto a stack at a 45
degree angle The tip of the tool will often point up (east) but may point to
another card on the table. When a sword, staff or wand card is put down
not in the active position, the script will say to put it down squarely.
Hold: Cards depicting either a sword, staff or wand are held by the corner
closest to the handle of the item. Hold the Hierophant Wand.
On top / Underneath: Indicates how a card or cards are integrated into an
existing stack of cards.
Palm: Cards that are not a sword, staff or wand are held in the palm of the
hand, facing outward, fingers cupping the top of the card. Palm the Kerux
Lamp.
Set aside: When a card is set aside, it will not be used again in the remainder
of the current ritual script.
Set in reserve: When a card or stack is set in reserve, it is placed symbolically
outside of the Hall but will be used again later in the ritual script.
Stack: More than one card occupying the same position on the table. Stacks
are always in a specific order and will be listed from the top card facing
upwards to the card at the bottom with its back touching the table.
Tap: When holding a single card as a tool, a tap is done with the corner of the
card closest to the tip of the tool being held. When holding one or more
cards as a stack, a tap is done with the bottom edge of the stack.
Touch: A card or stack on the table is touched with the fingers of one hand,
usually the dominant hand, but sometimes specified as either left or right.
3. S TACKING THE N EOPHYTE D ECK
The Neophyte Deck contains twenty-four cards. In preparation for a working,
either the full Neophyte Initiation, or when using the Hall Opening and Closing
as a wrapper for personal ritual, the cards are faced from top to bottom in the
following specific order. This ensures all cards are present and will deal onto the
table / into the Hall as called for in the script.
(1) Double Cubical Altar: Red Cross above White Triangle.
(2) Double Cubical Altar: Set for the Mystic Repast.
(3) Black Pillar: Top and side views, tetrahedron points west.
(4) White Pillar: Top and side views, tetrahedron points east.
(5) Banner of the West: Black banner with white triangle and red cross.
(6) Banner of the East: White banner with gold cross and hexagram.
(7) Hierophant Wand: Crown-headed sceptre.
(8) Hierophant Lamen: Haloed cross in green on a red circle.
(9) Sentinel Lamen: Eye of Horus.
(10) Sentinel Sword: Large curved sword.
(11) Hiereus Lamen: White triangle on black in a white circle.
(12) Hiereus Sword: Red-handled straight sword.
(13) Hegemon Lamen: White cross on black in a white circle.
(14) Hegemon Wand: Mitre-headed sceptre.
(15) Dadauchos Lamen: Fylfot cross of 17 squares.

THE PAPER TEMPLE - HALL OF THE NEOPHYTES
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15.11. Kerux. Move the Kerux Stack back to the lower right (southwest) with the
Kerux Staff on top (7E).
15.12. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.
15.13. Hiero. T ETELESTAI !

15.14. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.
15.15. Hiero. Khabs!

15.16. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.
15.17. Hiereus. Am!

15.18. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.
15.19. Hegemon. Pekht!

15.20. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.
15.21. Hiereus. Konx!

15.22. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.
15.23. Hegemon. Om!

15.24. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.
15.25. Hiero. Pax!

15.26. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.
15.27. Hegemon. Light!

15.28. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.
15.29. Hiero. In!

15.30. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.
15.31. Hiereus. Extension!
15.32. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

15.33. Hiero. Let that of which we have partaken assist us in the search for quintessence, the Summum Bonum, wisdom and happiness.

15.34. All. Make the signs of the Neophyte toward the altar.

16. L ICENSE TO D EPART

All deities, spirits and entities evoked in the Charging of the Hall are acknowledged, thanked
and bid adieu. If the Hall was charged only with a Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram,
simply release the circle.

16.1. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.

16.2. Hiero. Thank you, Hekate. Thank you, Lilith. Thank you, Morrigan. Thank
you, Cerridwen. Thank you, Great President Buer. Thank you Gralgores, Cragglust,
Ramceftaq, Margeidos. Let there always be peace between us.
Go in peace, and blessed be.

Whose Abode is the Invisible:
I am purified: I stand upon the Universe:
I am the Reconciler with the Eternal Gods:
I am the Perfecter of Matter:
And without me, the Universe is not.”

S.R.E.S.

4. A RRANGING THE N EOPHYTE H ALL

Dadauchos Censer: Represents heat and dryness.
Stolistes Lamen: Crescent, circle and triangle in the form of a chalice.
Stolistes Cup: Represents cold and moisture.
Kerux Lamen: White caduceus on black in a white circle.
Kerux Staff: Caduceus-headed sceptre.
Kerux Lamp: Lamp of Occult Knowledge.
Blindfold: Worn during entry into the Hall
Rope: Wrapped thrice around the Aspirant.
Neophyte Sash: Black sash with white triangle.

3

5.10. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand between pressed palms.
5.11. Hiero. LE OLAM. AMEN.

15.10. Kerux. It is finished!

5.9. Hiero. V’GEDULAH.

5.8. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand to the left at shoulder level.

5.7. Hiero. V’GEBURAH.

5.6. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand to the right at shoulder level.

5.5. Hiero. MALKUTH.

5.4. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand below the solar plexus.

5.3. Hiero. ATAH.

5.2. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand above the forehead.

5.1. Hiero. Turn the Hierophant Wand to the active position. Touch the Hierophant
stack, ground and centre.

The Hall is charged by performing the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. Optionally,
one may also invoke the Circle of Cerridwen Guardian dæmons, Great President Buer and the
goddesses Hekate, the Morrigan, Cerridwen and Lilith.

5. C HARGING THE H ALL

4.4. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Lamen in the centre of the top edge (east) (1C).
Place the Hierophant Wand on top of the Hierophant Lamen squarely. Set the ritual
deck in reserve.

4.3. Kerux. Place the Banner of the East in the upper right corner (southeast) (1E)
and the Banner of the West in the lower left (northwest) (7A). Remove the Kerux/Aspirant
stack from the Hall and place it underneath the deck.

4.2. Kerux. Stack the two Double Cubical Altar cards with the Neophyte Opening
Double Cubical Altar card on top in the centre of the workspace (4C). Place the Black
Pillar above and to the left of the Altar (3B). Place the White Pillar above and to the
right of the Altar (3D).

4.1. Kerux. Split the deck into two stacks at the Kerux Lamen. Place the smaller stack
with the Kerux Lamen on top, followed by Kerux Lamp, Kerux Staff, Blindfold, Rope,
Neophyte Sash centred at the bottom (west) of the Hall (7C).

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
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15.9. Kerux. Hold the Kerux Staff. Move the Kerux stack to between the Altar and
the Hiereus (6C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Tap the Double Cubical Altar Mystic
Repast card four times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine. Make the Sign
of Silence. Tap the centre of the Altar.

15.8. Aspirant. If present, move the Neophyte Sash to between the Altar and the
Hiereus (5C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Touch the Double Cubical Altar Mystic
Repast four times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine. Make the Sign of
Silence. Move the Neophyte Sash back to the left (north) (6A).

15.7. Sentinel. Hold the Sentinel Sword. Move the Sentinel Lamen to between the
Altar and the Hiereus (5C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Tap the Double Cubical Altar
Mystic Repast card four times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine. Make
the Sign of Silence. Move the Sentinel Lamen to the upper left (northeast) (1A). Place
the Sentinel Sword squarely on the Sentinel Lamen.

15.6. Dadauchos. Move the Dadauchos stack to between the Altar and the Hiereus
(5C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Touch the Double Cubical Altar Mystic Repast card
four times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine. Make the Sign of Silence.
Move the Dadauchos stack back to the right (south) (4E).

15.5. Stolistes. Move the Stolistes stack to between the Altar and the Hiereus (5C).
Make the Sign of the Enterer. Touch the Double Cubical Altar Mystic Repast card four
times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine. Make the Sign of Silence. Move
the Stolistes stack back to the left (north) (4A).

15.4. Hegemon. Hold the Hegemon Wand. Move the Hegemon Lamen to between
the Altar and the Hiereus (5C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Tap the Double Cubical
Altar Mystic Repast card four times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine.
Make the Sign of Silence. Move the Hegemon Lamen to between the Pillars (3C). Place
the Hegemon Wand squarely on the Hegemon Lamen.

15.3. Hiereus. Hold the Hiereus Sword. Move the Hiereus Lamen up to just below
the Altar (5C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Tap the Double Cubical Altar Mystic
Repast card four times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine. Make the
Sign of Silence. Move the Hiereus Lamen down (west) (7C). Place the Hiereus Sword
squarely on top of the Hiereus Lamen.

15.2. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Lamen between the Altar and the Hiereus (5C).
Make the Sign of the Enterer. Tap the Double Cubical Altar Mystic Repast card four
times: on the rose, the candle, the bread and the wine. Make the Sign of Silence. Move
the Hierophant Lamen back to the top (east) (1C). Place the Hierophant Wand onto
the Hierophant Lamen in the active position.
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5.12. Hiero. Tap the Hierophant Lamen then draw a Banishing Earth pentagram
with the Hierophant Wand while facing forward.
⊗
⊕
4
4

B ANISHING
E ARTH

5.13. Hiero. Make the Sign of the Enterer to charge the pentagram.
5.14. Hiero. YOD HEH VAV HEH.
5.15. Hiero. Make the Sign of Silence. Move the Hierophant Lamen to the right of the
layout with the top of the cross facing the right edge of the table. Tap the Hierophant
Lamen then draw a Banishing Earth pentagram with the Hierophant Wand while
facing forward. Make the Sign of the Enterer to charge the pentagram.
5.16. Hiero. ADONAI.
5.17. Hiero. Make the Sign of Silence. Move the Hierophant Lamen to the bottom
of the layout with the top of the cross facing the close edge of the table. Tap the Hierophant Lamen then draw a Banishing Earth pentagram with the Hierophant Wand
while facing forward. Make the Sign of the Enterer to charge the pentagram.
5.18. Hiero. EH HEH YEY.
5.19. Hiero. Make the Sign of Silence. Move the Hierophant Lamen to the left of the
layout with the top of the cross facing the left edge of the table. Tap the Hierophant
Lamen then draw a Banishing Earth pentagram with the Hierophant Wand while
facing forward. Make the Sign of the Enterer to charge the pentagram.
5.20. Hiero. AGLA.
5.21. Hiero. Make the Sign of Silence. Move the Hierophant Lamen back to the top
of the layout, upright in the east. Place the Hierophant Wand onto the lamen in the
active position. Extend arms out to either side.
5.22. Hiero. Before me, RAPHAEL. Behind me, GABRIEL. At my right hand, MICHAEL.
At my left hand, URIEL.
For about me flame the pentagrams and in the column shines the six-rayed star.
5.23. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand above the forehead.
5.24. Hiero. ATAH.
5.25. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand below the solar plexus.
5.26. Hiero. MALKUTH.
5.27. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand to the right at shoulder level.
5.28. Hiero. V’GEBURAH.

THE PAPER TEMPLE - HALL OF THE NEOPHYTES

14.68. Kerux. Pick up the face down cards and tap in place.
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14.69. Sentinel. Place the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) in the upper left corner
(northeast) (1A).

14.70. Stolistes. Remove the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) from the stack and
place them to the left (north) (4A).

14.71. Aspirant. Remove the Neophyte Sash card [if present] and place it to the left
(north) just above the Banner of the West (6A).

14.72. Kerux. Tap Hiereus. Remove the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) from
the stack and place them in the lower right corner (southwest) (7E).

14.73. Dadauchos. Place the remaining two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) to
the right (south) (4E).

14.74. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand on top of the Hierophant Lamen in the
active position. Move the Banner of the East to the upper right corner (southeast)
(7A). Make the Sign of Silence

14.75. Hiereus. Turn the Hiereus Sword back to square.
14.76. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.

14.77. Hiero. It is accomplished! Let us adore the Spirit of the Universe.

14.78. All. At the end of each of the first three lines, make the Sign of the Enterer
toward the altar. At the end of the last line, make the Sign of Silence.

14.79. All. H OLY ART THOU , S PIRIT OF THE U NIVERSE ,
WHOM NATURE HAS NOT FORMED ,
THE VAST AND THE MIGHTY,
S PIRIT OF L IGHT AND D ARKNESS .

15. M YSTIC R EPAST

15.1. Hiero. Let us take the mystic repast of four elements. For Osiris on-Nophris
who is found perfect between the Gods, hath said:
“These are the elements of my Body,
Perfected through Suffering, Glorified through Trial.
For the scent of the Dying Rose
is as the repressed Sigh of my suffering:
And the flame-red Fire as the Energy of mine Undaunted Will:
And the Cup of Wine is the pouring out of the Blood of my Heart:
Sacrificed unto Regeneration, unto the Newer Life:
And the Bread and Salt are as the Foundations of my Body,
Which I destroy in order that they may be renewed.
For I am Osiris Triumphant, even Osiris on-Nophris, the Justified:
I am they who are clothed with the Body of Flesh,
Yet in whom is the Spirit of the Great Gods:
I am the Lord of Life, triumphant over Death.
They who partaketh of me shall arise with me:
I am the manifestor in Matter of Those

S.R.E.S.
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6.1. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the lamen in the active position.
Knock once on the table.

14.65. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer.

14.67. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

6.5. Hiero. Welcome, Sentinel.

6.4. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand and tap the Sentinel stack.

6.3. Hiero. Place the Sentinel Sword and Sentinel Lamen as a stack in the upper left
corner (northeast) (1A).

defined for personal working.]

6.2. Sentinel. Har par krat. $Passw0rd. [NOTE: Use the currently active password

Each Officer ceremonially enters the Hall, ending with the Officer’s lamen stacked on top of that
Officer’s weapons.

14.64. Aspirant. Place the Neophyte Sash [if present] face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

14.66. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

6. A DMISSION OF THE O FFICERS

5.44. Hiero. Hekate, Goddess of Initiation, enter me and aid me in my working.

5.43. Hiero. Lilith, Morrigan, Cerridwen, enter me and aid me in my working.

5.42. Hiero. Great President Buer, patron of our Order, come to me and aid me in
my working. Lend me your power. Lend me your healing. Be here now!

5.41. Hiero. Move the Hierophant Lamen back to the top and upright. Tap the Altar.

5.40. Hiero. Gralgores, Guardian dæmon of Earth and of the North. Come to me
and aid me in my working!

5.39. Hiero. Move the Hierophant Lamen to the left, facing left. Tap the Hierophant
Lamen.

5.38. Hiero. Cragglust, Guardian dæmon of Water and of the West. Come to me
and aid me in my working!

5.37. Hiero. Move the Hierophant Lamen to the bottom with the top of the cross
toward close edge of the table. Tap the Hierophant Lamen.

5.36. Hiero. Ramceftaq, Guardian dæmon of Fire and of the South. Come to me
and aid me in my working!

5.35. Hiero. Move the Hierophant Lamen to the right, facing right. Tap the Hierophant Lamen.

5.34. Hiero. Margeidos, Guardian dæmon of Air and of the East. Come to me and
aid me in my working!

5.33. Hiero. Optionally continue, or skip to the next section.
Tap the Hierophant Lamen.

5.32. Hiero. LE OLAM. AMEN.

5.31. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand between pressed palms.

5.30. Hiero. V’GEDULAH.

5.29. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand to the left at shoulder level.

THE PAPER TEMPLE - HALL OF THE NEOPHYTES

14.63. Kerux. Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

14.62. Kerux. Tap the remaining stack to the left (north) (4A). Tap it on the Hiereus
stack. Tap it to the right (south) (4E).

14.61. Hegemon. Remove the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) from the stack
and place them between the pillars (3C).

14.60. Kerux. Pick up the entire queue stack and tap it in place.

14.59. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

14.58. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

14.57. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer.

14.56. Aspirant. Place the Neophyte Sash [if present] face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

14.55. Hegemon. Take the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

14.54. Kerux. Tap the remaining stack to the right (south) (4E) and then below the
Hierophant Wand (2D). Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top
of the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize
making the Sign of the Enterer.

14.53. Hiereus. Take out the Hiereus Lamen and place it at the bottom (west) (7C).
Take out the Banner of the West and replace it in the lower left corner (northwest)
(7A). Take out the Hiereus Sword and place it on the Hiereus Lamen in the active
position.
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6.6. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.
6.7. Sentinel. Place the Sentinel Sword on top of the Sentinel Lamen in the active
position. Knock once on the table.
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14.37. Kerux. Pick up the Kerux stack. Tap the Dadauchos. Place the Kerux stack
face down between the Dadauchos and the Banner of the East (2E) such that the
Kerux Lamp is the first on the table. This stack is the queue.

14.38. Hegemon. Pick up the Hegemon stack. Tap the Stolistes. Put the Neophyte
Sash [if present] underneath the Hegemon stack. Tap the Hiereus, tap the Dadauchos.
Place the Hegemon/Aspirant stack face down on the queue.

14.39. Hiereus. Pick up the Hiereus Sword and put it on top of the Banner of the
West, then put the Sword and Banner on top of the Hiereus Lamen. Pick up the
Hiereus stack. Tap on the Dadauchos. Place the Hiereus stack face down on the queue.

6.8. Hiereus. Har par krat. $Passw0rd.
6.9. Hiereus. Place the Hiereus Sword and the Hiereus Lamen face down below the
Hierophant stack (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the Hiereus stack and
tap it in place (2C), then to the right of the Altar (4D) before putting it down at the
close edge of the table (west) (7C) with the Lamen on top. Make the Sign of Silence.

14.40. Stolistes. Pick up the Stolistes stack. Tap at the bottom of the layout (west)
(7C), then tap the Dadauchos. Place it face down on the queue.

14.52. Kerux. Pick up the entire queue stack. Tap it in place. Tap to the left (north)
(4A). Tap at the bottom (west) (7C).

14.51. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

14.50. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

14.49. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer.

14.48. Hiereus. Take the three Hiereus cards (Sword, Banner of the West, Lamen)
off of the top of the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen.
Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

14.47. Aspirant. Place the Neophyte Sash [if present] face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

14.46. Hegemon. Take the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

14.45. Kerux. Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

14.44. Hiero. Move the Banner of the East to the left side of the Hierophant stack
(1B). Place the Hierophant Wand to the right side of Hierophant Lamen (1D).

14.43. Kerux. Turn the queue stack face up so that the Kerux Lamp is showing.

14.42. Sentinel. Pick up the Sentinel stack. Tap to the left (north) (4A), at the
bottom (west) (7C), to the right (south) (4E). Place it face down on the queue.

14.41. Dadauchos. Pick up the Dadauchos stack and place it face down on the queue.

6.10. Sentinel. Hold the Sentinel Sword and tap the Hiereus stack.
6.11. Sentinel. Welcome, Hiereus.
6.12. Sentinel. Place the Sentinel Sword on top of the Sentinel Lamen in the active
position. Knock once on the table.
6.13. Hegemon. Har par krat. $Passw0rd.
6.14. Hegemon. Place the Hegemon Wand and the Hegemon Lamen face down below
the Hierophant stack (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the Hegemon stack
and tap it in place, then put it down between the pillars, adjacent to the top/east edge
of the Altar (3C). Make the Sign of Silence.
6.15. Sentinel. Hold the Sentinel Sword and tap the Hegemon stack.
6.16. Sentinel. Welcome, Hegemon.
6.17. Sentinel. Place the Sentinel Sword on top of the Sentinel Lamen in the active
position. Knock once on the table.
6.18. Dadauchos. Har par krat. $Passw0rd.
6.19. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Censer and the Dadauchos Lamen face down
below the Hierophant stack (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the two
Dadauchos cards, tap them in place, then place them to the right (south) (4E), face
up with the Lamen on top. Make the Sign of Silence.
6.20. Sentinel. Hold the Sentinel Sword and tap the Dadauchos stack.
6.21. Sentinel. Welcome, Dadauchos.
6.22. Sentinel. Place the Sentinel Sword on top of the Sentinel Lamen in the active
position. Knock once on the table.
6.23. Stolistes. Har par krat. $Passw0rd.
6.24. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Cup and the Stolistes Lamen face down below the
Hierophant stack (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the two Stolistes cards.
Tap in place, then tap the Dadauchos stack followed by the Hiereus stack. Place the
Stolistes stack to the left (north) (4A), face up with the Lamen on top. Make the Sign
of Silence.
6.25. Sentinel. Hold the Sentinel Sword and tap the Stolistes stack.

S.R.E.S.

14.36. Hiero. We now begin the reverse circumambulation in the Pathway of Light.

14.35. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

14.34. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Censer on top of the Dadauchos Lamen and
turn the stack face down in place. Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the two
Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) and place them to the right (south) (4E). Make the
Sign of Silence.

14.33. Dadauchos. I purify with fire.

14.32. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen below the Hierophant (2C). Raise
the Censer above the forehead. Lower the Censer below the solar plexus. Move the
Censer to the left at shoulder level. Move the Censer to the right at shoulder level.
Inscribe a large deosil circle with the Censer. End the circle with the Censer held high.

14.31. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen on the Stolistes stack. Make an
invoking Fire triangle with the Censer.

14.30. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen on the Hiereus stack. Make an invoking Fire triangle with the Censer.

14.29. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen to the right (south) (4E). Make an
invoking Fire triangle with the Censer.

14.28. Dadauchos. Pick up the Dadauchos stack. Tap it on the Hiereus. Tap it on
the Stolistes. Place the Dadauchos Lamen below the Hierophant stack (2C). Palm the
Dadauchos Censer. Make an invoking Fire triangle with the Censer (centre top, bottom
right, bottom left, centre top).

14.27. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen squarely.

14.26. Hiero. Honoured Dadauchos, purify with fire.

14.25. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Dadauchos stack.

14.24. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Cup on top of the Stolistes Lamen, then turn the
stack face down in place. Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the two Stolistes cards
(Cup, Lamen), tap them on the Dadauchos, tap them on the Hiereus and then place
them to the left (north) (4A). Make the Sign of Silence.

14.23. Stolistes. I purify with water.

14.22. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen between the Hierophant and Hegemon
stacks (2C). Raise the Cup above the forehead. Lower the Cup below the solar plexus.
Move the Cup to the right at shoulder level. Move the Cup to the left at shoulder level.
Inscribe a large deosil circle with the Cup. End the circle with the Cup held high.

14.21. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen to the left (4A), with the top facing to the
left. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup.

14.20. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen on top of the Hiereus stack, with the top
facing the close edge of the table. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup.

14.19. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen on top of the Dadauchos stack, with the
top facing to the right. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup.
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7.12. Kerux. Re-insert the Kerux Staff into the Kerux stack between the Kerux Lamen
and Kerux Lamp.

7.11. Kerux. Very Honoured Hierophant, the Hall is properly guarded.

7.10. Kerux. Take the Kerux Staff out from the Kerux stack. Tap the Sentinel stack.

7.9. Hiero. Put the Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active position.

7.8. Hiero. Honoured Kerux, please see that the Hall is properly guarded.

7.7. Hiero. Tap the Kerux stack.

7.6. Hiero. Collegae of the Temple of Buer of the Witches’ Order of the Golden
Dawn, please assist me in opening the Temple in the Grade of Neophyte.

7.5. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.

7.4. Kerux. Place all three cards of the Kerux stack face down below the Hierophant
stack (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the three cards of the Kerux stack and
tap the Dadauchos stack. Place the Kerux stack in the lower right corner (southwest)
(7E) face up with the Lamen on top. Make the Sign of Silence.

7.3. Kerux. Hekas hekas este Bebeloi!

7.2. Kerux. Pick up the Kerux stack. Tap the Hiereus stack. Tap the Solistes stack.
Hold the Kerux Staff in the right hand. Palm the Kerux Lamp in the left hand. Place
the Kerux Lamen below the Sentinel (2A).

7.1. Hiero. Knock on the table.

Each Officer and Role is awakened in the Hall. The Hall is purified and consecrated with water
and fire. The Officers circumambulate in the Pathway of Light.

7. O PENING

6.33. Hiero. Knock once on the table. Make the Sign of the Enterer. Make the Sign
of Silence.

6.32. Sentinel. Place the Sentinel Sword onto the Sentinel Lamen squarely.

6.31. Sentinel. Welcome, Kerux.

6.30. Sentinel. Hold the Sentinel Sword and tap the Kerux stack.

6.29. Kerux. Place the Kerux Lamp, Kerux Staff and the Kerux Lamen face down
below the Hierophant stack (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the three
Kerux cards. Tap them in place (2C), then on the Dadauchos stack. Place the Kerux
stack in the lower right corner (southwest) (7E) face up with the Lamen on top. Make
the Sign of Silence.

6.28. Kerux. Har par krat. $Passw0rd.

6.27. Sentinel. Place the Sentinel Sword on top of the Sentinel Lamen in the active
position. Knock once on the table.

6.26. Sentinel. Welcome, Stolistes.
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7.13. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.
7.14. Hiero. All present, show the signs of the Neophyte.
7.15. Hiero. Make the Sign of the Enterer. Make the Sign of Silence.
7.16. Hiero. Let the Officers in this degree and the nature of their Offices be proclaimed once again, that the Powers whose images they are may be re-awakened
in the Spheres of those present and in the Sphere of this Order – for by Names and
Images are all Powers Awakened and Re-Awakened.
7.17. Hiero. Tap the Hiereus stack.
7.18. Hiero. Honoured Hiereus, how many Chief Officers are there in this Grade?
7.19. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.
7.20. Hiereus. Take out the Hiereus Sword out from under the Hiereus Lamen and
hold it.
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The Neophyte Hall can be opened for most any magical working. If one has opened the Hall as a
container for other workings, this is where the script is resumed to formally complete the ritual.

13.1. All. The register is signed, recording the ritual.

14. C LOSING

The Hall is called back to order, purified once more. The Reverse Circumambulation takes place.
The Neophyte Sash card will only be present if the full initiation has been done.

14.1. Kerux. Take the Double Cubical Altar Mystic Repast card out from under the
Double Cubical Altar Neophyte card and place it on top.
Place the Kerux Lamen between the Sentinel and the Stolistes (2A). Hold the Kerux
Staff in the right hand. Palm the Kerux Lamp in the left hand.
14.2. Kerux. Hekas hekas este Bebeloi!

14.3. Kerux. Place the Kerux Lamen, Kerux Lamp and Kerux Staff face down below
the Hierophant (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the three Kerux cards. Tap
on the Dadauchos. Place the Kerux stack in the lower right (southwest) (7E) with the
Kerux Staff on top. Make the Sign of Silence.

7.21. Hiereus. There are three Chief Officers: the Hierophant. . .
7.22. Hiereus. Tap the Hierophant stack.

14.4. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.

14.8. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.

14.7. Hiero. Honoured Kerux, please see that the hall is guarded.

14.6. Hiero. Tap the Kerux stack.

14.5. Hiero. Initiates of the Temple of Buer of the Witches’ Order of the Golden
Dawn, please assist me to close the temple.

7.23. Hiereus. . . . the Hiereus. . .
7.24. Hiereus. Tap the Hiereus Lamen.
7.25. Hiereus. . . . and the Hegemon.
7.26. Hiereus. Tap the Hegemon stack. Place the Hiereus Sword onto the Hiereus
Lamen in the active position.

14.9. Kerux. Hold the Kerux Staff. Tap the Sentinel stack.

7.27. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant stack.
7.28. Hiero. What have these in common?

14.12. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.

14.10. Kerux. The hall is properly guarded.

7.32. Hiero. Of what is this letter a symbol?

14.13. Hiereus. All present, please make the signs of the Neophyte.

7.29. Hiereus. Touch the Hiereus stack.

7.33. Hiereus. Touch the Hiereus stack.

14.14. All. All make the Sign of the Enterer, followed by the Sign of Silence.

14.11. Kerux. Place the Kerux Staff squarely onto the Kerux stack.

7.34. Hiereus. The letter ‘H’ is the emblem of breath and life.

14.15. Hiero. Tap the Stolistes stack.

7.31. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant stack.

7.35. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant stack.

14.16. Hiero. Honoured Stolistes, purify with water.

7.30. Hiereus. They each begin with the letter ‘H’.

7.36. Hiero. How many lesser Officers are there?

14.17. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the
active position.

14.18. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen between the Hierophant and Hegemon
stacks (2C). Palm the Stolistes Cup. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup
(bottom centre, upper left, upper right, bottom centre).

7.37. Hiereus. Hold the Hiereus Sword.
7.38. Hiereus. There are three besides the Sentinel; the Stolistes. . .
7.39. Hiereus. Tap the Stolistes stack.
7.40. Hiereus. . . . the Dadauchos. . .

S.R.E.S.

12.16. Kerux. Nature is harmonious in all her workings, and that which is above
is as that which is below. Thus also, the Truths which by material Science we
investigate, are but special examples of the all-pervading Laws of the Universe.
With this reminder, a traditional Golden Dawn Order would warn of the heavy
penalties exacted by the Guardians of Occult Knowledge from those who willfully
betray their trust by uttering a careless or unthinking word. Instead we instruct
thee, O Neophyte, to remember the distinction between secrecy and privacy. Our
ritual scripts are not secret. The performance of those rituals, however, will be
served by keeping that work behind a veil of personal privacy.

12.15. Kerux. Touch the Kerux Staff.

12.14. Hiero. In traditional Golden Dawn Orders, before you can ask to pass to a
higher Grade, you would have to commit certain rudiments of Occult Knowledge
to memory. We of W.O.G.D. know that not all are served by rote learning. Remember the motto of the Mutus Liber of 1677, “Ora, lege, lege, lege, relege, labora et
invenies,” which is, “Pray, read, read, read, read again, work and you shall find.”

12.13. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

12.12. Hiereus. Tap the Banner of the East. Place the Hiereus Sword squarely onto
the Hiereus Lamen.

unbalanced Mercy is but weakness and would permit Evil to exist unchecked, thus
making itself, as it were, the accomplice of that Evil.
Remember that things Divine are not attained by mortals who understand the
Body alone, for only those who are lightly armed can attain the summit.
Remember that the Gods alone are our Light and the Bestowers of Perfect Wisdom, and that no mortal power can do more than bring you to the Pathway of that
Wisdom. For the whole is greater than the part, so are we but Sparks from the
unsupportable Light which is in the Gods.
From the Gods all things proceed, and to the Gods all things return.
Therefore, we invoke Divinity. Therefore even the Banner of the East falls in
adoration.
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7.66. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Hegemon stack.

7.65. Kerux. Place the Staff and Lamp squarely onto the Kerux Lamen with the Kerux
Lamp on top.

7.64. Kerux. I am the Kerux. I sit inside the door and am Thoth-Hermes-Mercury.
I arrange the hall, carry the lamp, make all announcements and reports and I lead
all circumambulations.

7.63. Kerux. Hold the Kerux Staff in the right hand. Palm the Kerux Lamp in the left
hand.

7.62. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.

7.61. Hiero. Honoured Kerux, your station and duties?

7.60. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Kerux stack.

7.59. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Cup on top of the Stolistes Lamen.

7.58. Stolistes. I am the Stolistes. I am Cerridwen. I sit in the North with the Cup,
and I am Cold and Moisture.

7.57. Stolistes. Palm the Stolistes Cup.

7.56. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.

7.55. Hiero. Honoured Stolistes, your station and duties?

7.54. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Stolistes stack.

7.53. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Censer on top of the Dadauchos Lamen.

7.52. Dadauchos. I am the Dadauchos. I am Lilith. I sit in the South with the
Censer and I am Heat and Dryness.

7.51. Dadauchos. Palm the Dadauchos Censer.

7.50. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.

7.49. Hiero. Honoured Dadauchos, what is your station and duties?

7.48. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Dadauchos stack.

7.47. Hiereus. Place the Hiereus Sword back underneath the Hiereus Lamen.

7.46. Hiereus. . . . and has a sword in hand to keep out intruders.

7.45. Hiereus. Tap the Sentinel stack.

7.44. Hiereus. The Sentinel is without the Portal of the Hall. . .

7.43. Hiereus. Tap the Kerux stack.

7.42. Hiereus. . . . and the Kerux.

7.41. Hiereus. Tap the Dadauchos stack.
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7.67. Hiero. Honoured Hegemon, what is your station and duties?
7.68. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.
7.69. Hegemon. Hold the Hegemon Wand.
7.70. Hegemon. I am the Hegemon. I am Ma’at. I sit between the Pillars and
preside over the symbolic gate of occultism. I reconcile light and darkness. My
white robe is purity. I carry a miter-headed scepter, and symbolise religion to guide
and regulate life and to guide the higher aspirations of the soul.
7.71. Hegemon. Place the Hegemon Wand on top of the Hegemon Lamen squarely.
7.72. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Hiereus stack.
7.73. Hiero. Honoured Hiereus, your station and duties?
7.74. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.
7.75. Hiereus. Hold the Hiereus Sword.
7.76. Hiereus. I am the Hiereus. I am the Morrigan. I sit in the West, and I am
darkness. My robe is black. I carry the sword of judgment. My banner is twilight...
7.77. Hiereus. Tap the Banner of the West.
7.78. Hiereus. ...and I am Fortitude.
7.79. Hiereus. Place the Hiereus Sword onto the Hiereus Lamen squarely.
7.80. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Hierophant Lamen.
7.81. Hiero. I am the Hierophant. I am Hekate, Goddess of Initiation. I sit on the
throne of the East, representing the rising sun. I rule and govern the hall and its
members of all grades. My robe is red. I hold the Scepter and Banner of the East...
7.82. Hiero. Tap the Banner of the East.
7.83. Hiero. ...and I expound the mysteries.
I am Power, Light, Mercy and Wisdom.
7.84. Hiero. Tap the Stolistes stack.
7.85. Hiero. Honoured Stolistes, purify with water.
7.86. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.
7.87. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen face up below the Hierophant stack (2C).
Palm the Stolistes Cup. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup (bottom centre,
upper left, upper right, bottom centre).
7.88. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen on top of the Dadauchos stack (4E), with
the top facing to the right. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup.
7.89. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen on top of the Hiereus stack (7C), with the
top facing the close edge of the table. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup.
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It was because of this that I passed between them when you came to the Light,
and it was because of this that you were placed between them to receive the Final
Consecration. Two contending Forces and one which unites them eternally. Two
basal angles of the triangle and one which forms the apex. Such is the Origin of
Creation – it is the Triad of Life.
My throne at the Gate of the East is the Place of the Guardian of the Dawning
Sun.
The throne of the Hiereus at the Gate of the West is the Place of the Guardian
against the Multitudes that sleep through the Light and awaken in the Twilight.
The throne of the Hegemon, seated between the Columns, is the Place of Balanced Power, between the Ultimate Light and the Ultimate Darkness. These meanings are shown in detail and by the colour of our robes.
The Wand of the Kerux is the Beam of Light from the Hidden Wisdom, and their
Lamp is the Ever-burning Lamp of the Guardian of the Mysteries.
The Seat of the Stolistes at the Gate of the North is the Place of the Guardian of
the Cauldron and the Well of Water – of cold and moisture.
The Seat of the Dadauchos at the Gate of the South is the Place of the Guardian
of the Lake of Fire and the Burning Bush.
12.4. Hiero. Tap the Kerux stack.

12.5. Hiero. Honoured Kerux, I ask you to declare that that the Neophyte has been
initiated into the mysteries of the 0 = 0 grade.

12.6. Hiero. Place Hierophant Wand on the Hierophant Lamen in the active position.

12.7. Kerux. Pick up the Kerux stack. Tap the Hiereus, the Neophyte Sash and the
Stolistes. Place the Kerux Lamen between the Stolistes and the Sentinel (2A). Hold the
Kerux Staff in the right hand. Palm the Kerux Lamp in the left hand.

12.8. Kerux. In the name of the Spirit of the Universe, who works in Silence and
naught but Silence can express, and by command of the Very Honoured Hierophant,
hear ye all that I proclaim that ($mundane name), who will henceforth be known
to you by the motto ($motto), has been duly admitted to the 0 = 0 Grade as a
Neophyte of the Witches’ Order of the Golden Dawn.

12.9. Kerux. Tap the Neophyte Sash. Place the Kerux Staff and Kerux Lamp squarely
on the Kerux stack with the Staff on top. Pick up the Kerux stack and place it face down
below the Hierophant (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the three Kerux cards
(Staff, Lamp, Lamen) and tap in place, then tap the Dadauchos, then place the Kerux
stack in the lower right (southwest) (7E). Make the Sign of Silence.
12.10. Hiereus. Hold the Hiereus Sword.

12.11. Hiereus. ($motto), it is my duty to deliver this exhortation to you. Remember your Obligation in this order to hold its mysteries sacred. Remember to hold all
Religions in reverence, for there is none but contains a Ray from the Ineffable Light
that you are seeking. Remember the Mystery that you have received, and that the
Secret of Wisdom can be discerned only from the place of Balanced Powers.
Study well the Great Arcanum of the proper equilibrium of Severity and Mercy,
for either unbalanced is not good. Unbalanced Severity is cruelty and oppression;

12.3. Hiero. I will now expound the mysteries of this Hall.
The “Hall of the Neophytes” is called “The Hall of the Dual Manifestation of Truth,”
that is of the Goddess Thmaah, whose name has three forms according to the nature
of her operation.
The three-fold cord bound about your waist was an image of the threefold
bondage of Mortality, which amongst the Initiated is called earthly or material inclination, that has bound into a narrow place the once far-wandering Soul. The
hoodwink was an image of the Darkness, of Ignorance, or Mortality that has blinded
people to the Happiness and Beauty their eyes once looked upon.
The Double Cubical Altar in the centre of the Hall is an emblem of the mysteries
of all dimensions, while revealing her surface to the exterior senses. It is a double cube because, as the Emerald Tablet has said, “The things that are below are
a reflection of the things that are above.” The world of humanity created to unhappiness is a reflection of the World of Divine Beings created to Happiness. It is
described in the Sepher Yetzirah, or the Book of Formation, as an “Abyss of Height”
and an “Abyss of Depth,” an “Abyss of the East” and an “Abyss of the West,” an
“Abyss of the North” and an “Abyss of the South.” The Altar is black because, unlike
Divine Beings who unfold in the Element of Light, the Fires of Created Beings arise
from Darkness and Obscurity.
On the Altar is a White Triangle to be the Image of that Immortal Light, that
Triune Light, which moved in Darkness and formed the World of Darkness and out
of Darkness. There are two contending Forces and One always uniting them. And
these Three have their image in the three-fold wave of the sensual world.
Stands in the sign of the cross.
G LORY BE TO T HEE , S PIRIT OF THE U NIVERSE , FOR T HY G LORY FLOWS OUT RE JOICING , TO THE ENDS OF THE E ARTH !
Sits.
The Red Cross above the White Triangle is an image of they who were unfolded
in the Light. At its East, South, West and North Angles are a Rose, Fire, Cup of Wine
and platter of Bread and Salt. These allude to the four elements of Air, Fire, Water
and Earth.
The mystical words – Khabs am Pekht – are ancient Egyptian, and are the origin
of the Greek, “Konx Om Pax,“ which was uttered at the Eleusinian Mysteries. A
literal translation would be “Light rushing out in one ray,” and they signify the
same form of Light as that symbolised by the Staff of the Kerux.
East of the Double Cubical Altar of created things, are the Pillars of Hermes and
of Solomon. On these are painted certain Hieroglyphs from the 17th and 125th
chapters of the Book of the Dead. They are the symbols of the two powers of Day
and Night, Love and Hate, Work and Rest, the subtle force of the Lodestone and
the eternal outpouring and in-pouring of the Heart of God.
The Lamps that burn, though with a veiled light, upon their summits show that
the Pathway to Occult Knowledge, unlike the Pathway of Nature – which is a continual undulation, the winding hither and thither of the Serpent – is the straight
and narrow way between them.

12.2. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.

7.106. Kerux. Pick up the Kerux stack. Tap on the Hiereus stack then tap on the
Stolistes stack. Place the Kerux stack face down between the Sentinel and Stolistes
(2A). This stack is the queue.

7.105. Hiero. Let us circumambulate in the pathway of light.

7.104. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

7.103. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Censer on top of the Dadauchos Lamen and
turn the stack face down in place. Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the two
Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) and place them to the right (south) (4E). Make the
Sign of Silence.

7.102. Dadauchos. I consecrate with fire.

7.101. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen below the Hierophant stack (2C).
Raise the Censer above the forehead. Lower the Censer below the solar plexus. Move
the Censer to the left at shoulder level. Move the Censer to the right at shoulder level.
Inscribe a large deosil circle with the Censer. End the circle with the Censer held high.

7.100. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen on the Stolistes stack. Make an
invoking Fire triangle with the Censer.

7.99. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen on the Hiereus stack. Make an invoking Fire triangle with the Censer.

7.98. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Lamen to the right (south) (4E). Make an
invoking Fire triangle with the Censer.

7.97. Dadauchos. Pick up the Dadauchos stack. Tap it on the Hiereus. Tap it on
the Stolistes. Place the Dadauchos Lamen below the Hierophant stack (2C). Palm the
Dadauchos Censer. Make an invoking Fire triangle with the Censer (centre top, bottom
right, bottom left, centre top).

7.96. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand down on the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position.

7.95. Hiero. Honoured Dadauchos, consecrate with fire.

7.94. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Dadauchos stack.

7.93. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Cup on top of the Stolistes Lamen and turn the
stack face down in place (2C). Make the Sign of the Enterer. Pick up the two Stolistes
cards (Cup, Lamen), tap them on the Dadauchos, tap them on the Hiereus and then
place them to the left (north). Make the Sign of Silence.

7.92. Stolistes. I purify with water.

7.91. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen face up below the Hierophant stack (2C).
Raise the Cup above the forehead. Lower the Cup below the solar plexus. Move the
Cup to the right at shoulder level. Move the Cup to the left at shoulder level. Inscribe
a large deosil circle with the Cup. End the circle with the Cup held high.

7.90. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Lamen to the left (4A), with the top facing to the
left. Make an invoking Water triangle with the Cup.

12.1. Kerux. Take the Double Cubical Altar Mystic Repast card out from under the
Double Cubical Altar Neophyte card and place it on top.
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11.105. Aspirant. Take the Neophyte Sash card off the top of the queue and place it
face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

THE PAPER TEMPLE - HALL OF THE NEOPHYTES

7.107. Hegemon. Pick up the Hegemon stack. Tap on the Dadauchos, tap on the
Hiereus, tap on the Stolistes. Place the Hegemon stack face down on the queue.

11.106. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

S.R.E.S.

7.108. Hiereus. Pick up the Hiereus Sword and put it on top of the Banner of the
West, then put the Sword and Banner on top of the Hiereus Lamen. Pick up the
Hiereus stack. Tap on the Stolstes. Place the Hiereus stack face down on the queue.
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7.109. Stolistes. Pick up the Stolistes stack and place it face down on the queue.

The symbolism of the Hall is described in great detail. The Aspirant is declared by name and
motto as formally initiated.

12. T HE E XPOUNDING OF THE M YSTERIES

11.122. Aspirant. Pick up the Neophyte Sash. Tap the Dadauchos and then the Hiereus. Place the Neophyte Sash between the Stolistes and the Banner of the West (6A).

11.121. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand squarely on the Hierophant Lamen.

11.120. Hiero. ($motto), please take your place to the Northwest of the Stolistes.

11.119. All. Congratulate the aspirant!

11.118. Hiero. I now have the pleasure of welcoming you as an initiate and member of the Temple of Buer of the Witches’ Order of the Golden Dawn in the Grade
of Neophyte.

11.117. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand. Tap the Neophyte Sash.

11.116. Hiereus. Turn the Hiereus Sword to square.

11.115. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position. Move the Banner of the East to the upper right corner (southeast) (1E). Make
the Sign of Silence.

11.114. Sentinel. Place the remaining two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) in the
upper left corner (northeast) (1A).

11.113. Stolistes. Remove the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) from the stack and
place them to the left (north) (4A).

11.112. Kerux. Remove the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) from the stack
and place them in the lower right corner (southwest) (7E).

11.111. Dadauchos. Remove the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) from the
stack and place them to the right (south) (4E).

11.110. Aspirant. Place the Neophyte Sash on top of the Hegemon stack.

11.109. Kerux. Pick up the face down cards and tap in place.

11.108. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

11.107. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

7.110. Dadauchos. Pick up the Dadauchos stack, tap it at the bottom (west) (7C),
tap it to the left (north) (4A) and then place it face down on the queue.
7.111. Sentinel. Pick up the Sentinel stack and place it face down on the queue.
7.112. Hiero. Turn the queue stack face up so that the Kerux Lamp is showing. Move
the Banner of the East to the left side of the Hierophant stack (1B). Place the Hierophant Wand in the active position to the right side of Hierophant Lamen (1D).
7.113. Kerux. Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer. [“The Kerux makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]
7.114. Hegemon. Take the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer. [“The Hegemon makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]
7.115. Hiereus. Take the three Hiereus cards (Sword, Banner of the West, Lamen)
off of the top of the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen.
Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer. [“The Hiereus makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]
7.116. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer. [“The Stolistes makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]
7.117. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer. [“The Dadauchos makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]
7.118. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer. [“The Sentinel makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]
7.119. Kerux. Pick up the entire queue stack and tap it in place. Tap it to the right
(south) (4E). Tap it at the bottom (west) (7C).
7.120. Hiereus. Take out the Hiereus Lamen and place it at the bottom (west) (7C).
Take out the Banner of the West and replace it in the lower left corner (northwest)
(7A). Take out the Hiereus Sword and place it on the Hiereus Lamen in the active
position.
7.121. Kerux. Tap the remaining stack to the left (north) (4A), then below the Banner of the East (2B).
7.122. Kerux. Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer. [“The Kerux makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

11.104. Kerux. Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

11.103. Kerux. Tap the remaining to the right (south) (4E). Tap it on the Hiereus
stack. Tap it to the left (north) (4A).

11.102. Hegemon. Take the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them between the Pillars.

11.101. Kerux. Pick up the entire queue stack and tap in place.

11.100. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

11.99. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

11.98. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer.

11.97. Aspirant. Take the Neophyte Sash card off the top of the queue and place it
face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

11.96. Hegemon. Take the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

11.95. Kerux. Tap the remaining stack to the left (north) (4A), tap below the Banner
of the East (2B). Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

11.94. Hiereus. Take out the Hiereus Lamen and place it at the bottom (west) (7C).
Take out the Banner of the West and replace it in the lower left corner (northwest)
(7A). Take out the Hiereus Sword and place it on the Hiereus Lamen in the active
position.

11.93. Kerux. Pick up the entire queue stack. Tap it in place, then tap to the right
(south)(4E). Tap it at the bottom (west) (7C).

7.138. Sentinel. Place the remaining two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) in the upper left (northeast) corner (1A).

7.137. Stolistes. Remove the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) from the stack and
place them to the left (north) (4A).

7.136. Kerux. Remove the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) from the stack
and place them in the lower right corner (southwest) (7E).

7.135. Dadauchos. Remove the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) from the stack
and place them to the right (south) (4E).

7.134. Kerux. Pick up all face down cards and tap in place.

7.133. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer. [“The Sentinel makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

7.132. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer. [“The Dadauchos makes the Sign of the Enterer.’]’

7.131. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer. [“The Stolistes makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

7.130. Kerux. Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer. [“The Kerux makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

7.129. Kerux. Tap the remaining stack to the right (south) (4E). Tap it on the Hiereus
stack. Tap it to the left (north) (4A).

7.128. Hegemon. Take out the Hegemon Lamen and Hegemon Wand and place them
face up between the Pillars (3C).

7.127. Kerux. Pick up the entire queue stack and tap in place.

7.126. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer. [“The Sentinel makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

7.125. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer. [“The Dadauchos makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

7.124. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer. [“The Stolistes makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

11.91. Dadauchos. Take the two Dadauchos cards (Censer, Lamen) off of the top of
the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

11.92. Sentinel. Take the two Sentinel cards (Sword, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

7.123. Hegemon. Take the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer. [“The Hegemon makes the Sign of the Enterer.”]

11.90. Stolistes. Take the two Stolistes cards (Cup, Lamen) off of the top of the queue
and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of
the Enterer.
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11.71. Hiero. Honoured Hegemon, please remove the rope, the last remaining
symbol of the path of darkness, and invest our new Initiate with the Badge of this
degree.

14

7.139. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand on top of the Hierophant Lamen in the
active position. Move the Banner of the East to the upper right corner (southeast)
(1E). Make the Sign of Silence.

11.72. Hegemon. Remove the Rope card from the Aspirant stack and set it aside,
revealing the Neophyte Sash.

11.89. Hiereus. Take the three Hiereus cards (Sword, Banner of the West, Lamen)
off of the top of the queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen.
Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

11.88. Aspirant. Take the Neophyte Sash card off the top of the queue and place it
face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the Sign of the Enterer.

11.87. Hegemon. Take the two Hegemon cards (Wand, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen. Visualize making the
Sign of the Enterer.

11.86. Kerux. Take the three Kerux cards (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) off of the top of the
queue and place them face down below the Hierophant Lamen (2C). Visualize making
the Sign of the Enterer.

11.85. Hiero. Move the Banner of the East to the left of the Hierophant stack (1B).
Place the Hierophant Wand to the right of the HIerophant Lamen (1D).

11.84. Kerux. Turn the queue stack face up.

11.83. Sentinel. Place the Sentinel stack face down onto the queue stack.

11.82. Dadauchos. Pick up the Dadauchos stack. Tap at the bottom (west) (7C), to
the left (north) (4A) and then place the Dadauchos stack face down onto the queue
stack.

11.81. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes stack face down onto the queue stack.

11.80. Kerux. Pick up the queue stack and tap it on the Stolistes, then place it face
down below the Sentinel (2A).

11.79. Hiereus. Flip over the top-most face down card, the Hiereus Lamen, and place
it to the right of the queue stack (7D). Place the Banner of the West face down onto
the queue stack. Place the Hiereus Lamen face down onto the queue stack.

11.78. Hegemon. Pick up the Hegemon/Aspirant/Hiereus stack and tap it on the
Dadauchos, then place it face down onto the queue stack.

11.77. Hiereus. Pick up the Hiereus stack and slide it underneath the Neophyte Sash.
Slide this stack of three cards (Sash, Sword, Lamen) underneath the Hegemon stack.

11.76. Kerux. Turn the Kerux stack face down in place. This is the queue stack.

11.75. Hiero. Let us all circumambulate in the pathway of light.

11.74. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

11.73. Hegemon. By the command of the Very Honoured Hierophant, I invest you
with the Badge of this degree. It symbolises Light dawning in Darkness.

7.140. Hiereus. Orient the Hiereus Sword squarely.
7.141. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.
7.142. Hiero. It is accomplished! Let us adore the Spirit of the Universe.
7.143. Hiero. H OLY ART THOU , S PIRIT OF THE U NIVERSE
7.144. Hiero. Make the Sign of the Enterer.
7.145. Hiero. WHOM NATURE HAS NOT FORMED
7.146. Hiero. Make the Sign of the Enterer.
7.147. Hiero. THE VAST AND THE MIGHTY
7.148. Hiero. Make the Sign of the Enterer.
7.149. Hiero. S PIRIT OF L IGHT AND D ARKNESS .
7.150. Hiero. Make the Sign of Silence. Tap the Kerux stack.
7.151. Hiero. Honoured Kerux, please proclaim the Temple open.
7.152. Hiero. Put the Hierophant Wand down onto the Hierophant Lamen in the
active position.
7.153. Kerux. Pick up Kerux stack. Tap on the Hiereus. Tap on the Stolistes. Place
the Kerux Lamen down between the Stolistes and the Sentinel (2A). Palm the Kerux
Lamp in the left hand. Hold the Kerux Staff in the right hand.
7.154. Kerux. I proclaim that the sun has risen!
7.155. Kerux. Place all three Kerux cards face down below the Hierophant stack (2C).
Make the sign of the Enterer. Pick up the three Kerux cards. Tap the Dadauchos. Place
the Kerux stack in the lower right corner (southwest) (7E) with the Kerux Staff on top.
Make the Sign of Silence.
7.156. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.
7.157. Hiero. Khabs!
7.158. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.
7.159. Hiereus. Am!
7.160. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.
7.161. Hegemon. Pekht!
7.162. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.
7.163. Hiereus. Konx!
7.164. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.
7.165. Hegemon. Om!

S.R.E.S.

11.70. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

11.69. Stolistes. Pick up the Stolistes Lamen from the Aspirant stack. Place it underneath the Stolistes Cup. Tap the Hegemon, Dadauchos and Kerux, then put it down to
the left below the Hiereus (5A).

11.68. Stolistes. I purify with water.

11.67. Stolistes. Pick up the Stolistes stack. Tap the Hiereus. Place the Stolistes
Lamen on top of the Aspirant stack. Palm the Stolistes Cup and make the sign of the
cross.

11.66. Dadauchos. Pick up the Dadauchos Lamen from the Aspirant stack. Place it
underneath the Dadauchos Censer. Tap the Dadauchos stack on the Hegemon and then
put it down to the right below the Hegemon (5E).

11.65. Dadauchos. I consecrate with fire.

11.64. Dadauchos. Pick up the Dadauchos stack. Tap on the Kerux, Stolistes and
Hiereus. Place the Dadauchos Lamen on top of the Aspirant stack. Palm the Dadauchos
Censer and make the sign of the cross.

11.63. Hegemon. Pick up the Hegemon stack and align both cards squarely upright.
Tap the Dadauchos. Place the Hegemon stack on top of the Aspirant stack. Pick up the
Hegemon/Aspirant stack. Tap the Stolistes. Tap the Hiereus. Place the Aspirant cards
(Neophyte Sash and Rope) between the pillars (3C). Place the Hegemon stack to the
right of the White Pillar (3E).

11.62. Hiereus. Rotate the Hiereus stack 135 degrees counter-deosil and place the
Hiereus Sword squarely on the stack.

11.61. Hiero. Pick up the Hierophant stack. Turn it 180 degrees and place it at the
top (east) (1C) with the Hierophant Wand in the active position.

11.60. Hiero. Let the final consecration be made!

11.59. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

11.58. Hiereus. Whispers the current password to the aspirant.

11.57. Hiereus. Touch the Hiereus Sword.

11.56. Hiero. There is also a second password which changes every six months.
Honoured Hiereus, please give this password to the aspirant.

11.55. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

11.54. Hiereus. (whispers) Har par krat.

11.53. Hiereus. Touch the Hiereus Sword.

11.52. Hiero. Please give the Aspirant the password of this hall.

11.51. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.

11.50. Hegemon. Visualize the demonstration of the Sign of the Enterer and the
Sign of Silence to the aspirant. Visualize performing the token (grip) of the Neophyte
(catching and missing their hand, then catching).
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7.173. Hiereus. Extension!

7.172. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.

7.171. Hiero. In!

7.170. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.

7.169. Hegemon. Light!

7.168. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.

7.167. Hiero. Pax!

7.166. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.

THE PAPER TEMPLE - HALL OF THE NEOPHYTES
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8. A DMISSION
The Aspirant is named and brought into the Hall. The Aspirant is purified, consecrated, admitted
and lead to the west of the Double Cubical Altar.
NOTE: The opening portion of the ritual can be used for many other workings. If another
working is done instead of a full initiation, pick up the script again at the Signing of the Register,
Section 13.

8.1. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.
8.2. Hiero. By the dispensation of this order, we gather to admit the candidate
($mundane name) into the W.O.G.D. at the 0 = 0 grade of Neophyte.
8.3. Hiero. Tap the Hegemon stack.
8.4. Hiero. Honoured Hegemon, please prepare the aspirant.
8.5. Hiero. Place Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active position.
8.6. Hegemon. Pick up the Hegemon stack. Tap on the Dadauchos, the Hiereus, the
Stolistes and the Sentinel. Underneath the Hegemon Lamen, place the Blindfold, Rope
and Neophyte Sash cards. Place this stack of five cards on top of the Sentinel stack.
8.7. Kerux. Pick up the Kerux stack and tap it on the Hiereus then the Stolistes. Place
it between the Stolistes and the Hegemon/Aspirant/Sentinel stack (2A). Make sure the
Kerux Staff is the top card and is in the active position.
8.8. Hegemon. Touch the Hegemon/Aspirant/Sentinel stack.
8.9. Hegemon. Inheritor of a Dying World, arise and enter the Darkness.
8.10. Stolistes. Touch the Stolistes stack.
8.11. Stolistes. Darkness has blinded you with its Hair.
8.12. Dadauchos. Touch the Dadauchos stack.
8.13. Dadauchos. Darkness has hidden you under its Wings.
8.15. Hiero. Your limbs are still weary from the wars which were in Heaven.

8.14. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant stack.
8.16. Kerux. Touch the Kerux stack.
8.17. Kerux. Unpurified and unconsecrated, you may not enter the Hall of the
Neophytes!
8.18. Dadauchos. Hold the Dadauchos Censer and tap on the Hegemon/Aspirant/Sentinel
stack four times in the form of a cross (top, bottom, left, right).
8.19. Dadauchos. I consecrate with fire.
8.20. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Censer onto the Dadauchos Lamen.
8.21. Stolistes. Hold the Stolistes Cup and tap on the Hegemon/Aspirant/Sentinel
stack four times in the form of a cross (top, bottom, right, left).
8.22. Stolistes. I purify with water.

11.20. Hiereus. Am!
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11.21. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.
11.22. Hegemon. Pekht!

11.23. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.
11.24. Hiereus. Konx!

11.25. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.
11.26. Hegemon. Om!

11.27. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.

11.29. Hegemon. Knock once on the Hegemon stack.

11.28. Hiero. Pax!
11.30. Hegemon. Light!

11.31. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.
11.32. Hiero. In!

11.33. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.
11.34. Hiereus. Extension!
11.35. Hiero. Knock once on the Altar.
11.36. Hiero. So mote it be.
11.37. Hegemon. Touch the Hegemon Wand.

11.38. Hegemon. Inheritor of a Dying World, we call you to the Living Beauty.
11.39. Hiereus. Touch the Hiereus Sword.
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11.40. Hiereus. Wanderer in the Wild Darkness, we call thee to the Gentle Light.

11.41. Hegemon. Remove the Blindfold card from the Aspirant stack and set it aside.
11.42. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.

11.43. Hiero. Long hast thou dwelt in Darkness –
Quit the Night and seek the Day.

11.44. Hiero. Welcome into the Witches’ Order of the Golden Dawn.
11.45. Hiero. Tap the Aspirant stack.

11.46. Hiero. While you were blindfolded, the Kerux walked before you carrying
the Lamp, representing the hidden light of occult science.

11.47. Hiero. Tap the Kerux Lamp. Tap the Hegemon stack.

11.48. Hiero. Honoured Hegemon, please instruct the aspirant in the Signs and
Token of the Neophyte.

11.49. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position with the tip of the Wand pointing at the Altar.

S.R.E.S.
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11.7. Hiero. Tap the Hierophant Lamen, tap the Altar, tap the Aspirant stack.

9.9. Hiero. Place Hierophant Wand onto Hierophant Lamen in the active position.
9.10. Aspirant. Touch the Altar.

11.19. Hiereus. Knock once on the Hiereus stack.

9.8. Hiero. Please place your hand on the Altar and repeat after me.
I, ($mundane name), lose my name and henceforth take the motto ($motto).
I swear to practice the Art, to hold all knowledge sacred, and to do my Will and
no other. So mote it be.

9.7. Aspirant. I am.

9.6. Hiero. Tap the Aspirant stack.

9.5. Hiero. There is nothing contrary to your civil, moral or religious duties in this
Obligation. Although the Magical virtues can indeed awaken into momentary life
in wicked and foolish hearts, they cannot reign in any heart that has not the natural
virtues to be their throne. Are you ready to take this oath?

9.4. Aspirant. I am.

11.18. Hiero. Khabs!

11.17. Hiero. Knock once on the Hierophant stack.

11.16. Hegemon. Touch the Hegemon Wand, touch the Altar, touch the Aspirant
stack.

11.15. Hiereus. Touch the Hiereus Sword, touch the Altar, touch the Aspirant stack.

11.14. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand onto the Hierophant Lamen in the active
position with the tip of the Wand pointing to the west at the Altar.

11.13. Hiero. By our will, we connect you to the current of the Golden Dawn.

11.12. Hiero. The Light hath healing in its wings.

11.11. Hiero. Tap the Hierophant Lamen, tap the Altar, tap the Aspirant stack.

11.10. Hiero. I come in the Mercy of the Light.

11.9. Hiero. Tap the Hierophant Lamen, tap the Altar, tap the Aspirant stack.

9.3. Hiero. Tap the Aspirant stack.

9.2. Hiero. Traditionally, in Masonic orders you would now be forced into an oath
of secrecy. Since all our secrets are openly published, this is no longer appropriate.
Nevertheless, are you willing to swear to hold this knowledge sacred?

11.6. Hiero. I come in the Power of the Light.

11.8. Hiero. I come in the Light of Wisdom.

9.1. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant wand.

11.5. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand, tap the Hierophant Lamen, tap the Altar,
tap the Aspirant stack.

9. O ATH

8.31. Hegemon. Move the Hegemon stack to between the pillars (3C).

8.30. Kerux. Take the Blindfold, Rope and Neophyte Sash cards out of the Sentinel
stack and place them underneath the Kerux stack, turning the Kerux Staff to square.
Place the Kerux/Aspirant stack face down below the Hierophant (2C). Make the Sign
of the Enterer. Pick up the Kerux/Aspirant stack and tap it in place, then on the
Dadauchos, then place it between the Altar and the Hiereus (5C). Take the three Kerux
cards and place them in the lower right (southwest) (7E) with the Kerux Staff squarely
on top, leaving the Blindfold showing on top of the Aspirant stack by the west edge of
the Altar.

8.29. Kerux. You may enter.

8.28. Kerux. Touch the Kerux stack.

8.27. Aspirant. My soul wanders in darkness and seeks the light of Occult Knowledge, and I believe that in this Order Knowledge of this Light may be obtained.

8.26. Aspirant. Touch the Hegemon/Aspirant/Sentinel stack.

8.25. Kerux. Why do you seek entrance?

8.24. Kerux. Touch the Kerux stack.

8.23. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Cup onto the Stolistes Lamen.
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The Aspirant takes an oath with both a name and a chosen motto, a working intentional name
describing the form in which the Aspirant wishes to manifest via the ritual workings.

11.4. Kerux. Slide the Kerux stack to the left onto the centre line (7C).

11.3. Hiero. Rotate the Hierophant stack 180 degrees so that the tip of the Hierophant Wand points to the west. Move it closer to the east edge of the Altar (2C).

11.2. Hiereus. Pick up the two Hiereus cards and tap the Stolistes. Nudge the Stolistes
stack downward a card length (5A), aligning with the Dadauchos across the table.
With the Hiereus Sword in active position, place the Hiereus stack above the Stolistes
stack (3A) and aligned with the Hegemon stack, rotated 135 degrees deosil such that
the tip of the Hiereus Sword points at the Altar.

11.1. Hegemon. Pick up the two Hegemon cards from the Hegemon/Aspirant stack.
Tap the Stolistes then tap between the Altar and the Hierophant (2C). Nudge the
Dadauchos stack downward a card length (5E). With the Hegemon Wand in active
position, place the Hegemon stack between the Banner of the East and the Dadauchos
(3E), rotated 135 degrees counter-deosil such that the tip of the Hegemon Wand points
at the Altar.

The Hall is set up to energetically charge the Aspirant, who is purified and consecrated a third
time. The blindfold and then the rope are removed. All members of the Hall circumambulate in
the Pathway of Light.

11. I NITIATION

10.35. Hegemon. Place the remaining stack (Hegemon Wand, Hegemon Lamen, Blindfold, Rope, Neophyte Sash) between the Altar and the Hiereus (5C).
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S.R.E.S.

9.11. Aspirant. I, ($mundane name), lose my name and henceforth take the motto
($motto).
I swear to practice the Art, to hold all knowledge sacred, and to do my Will and
no other. So mote it be.
9.12. Aspirant. Remove hand from Altar.
9.13. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant wand.
9.14. Hiero. Tap the Aspirant stack.
9.15. Hiero. ($motto), you shall now circumambulate in the pathway of light.
9.16. Hiero. Place Hierophant Wand onto Hierophant Lamen in the active position.
10. C IRCUMAMBULATION
The Aspirant circumambulates the Hall and encounters challenges while blindfolded. The Aspirant is purified and consecrated a second time.

10.1. Hegemon. Pick up the Hegemon stack. Tap it on the Dadauchos. Place the
Hegemon stack on top of the Aspirant stack.
10.2. Kerux. Pick up the Kerux stack and place it on the Hegemon/Aspirant stack
with the Kerux Lamp as the top card.
10.3. Hiero. Hold the Hierophant Wand.
10.4. Hiero. The Voice of my Undying and Secret Soul said unto me – “Let me
enter the Path of Darkness and, peradventure, there shall I find the Light. I am the
only Being in an Abyss of Darkness, from an Abyss of Darkness came I forth ere my
birth, from the Silence of a Primal Sleep. And the Voice of Ages answered my soul –
‘I am One who formulates in Darkness – the Light that shineth in darkness, yet the
Darkness comprehendeth it not.’ ”
Let the Mystical Circumambulation take place in the pathway of Knowledge that
leadeth unto Light, with the Lamp of Occult Knowledge to guide us.
10.5. Hiero. Place the Hierophant Wand on the Hierophant Lamen in the active position.
10.6. Hegemon. Pick up the Aspirant/Hegemon/Kerux stack, tap it on the Stolistes
then place it between the Stolistes and Sentinel (2A).
10.7. Hiero. Move Hierophant stack down, rotating it 90 degrees counter-deosil such
that the tip of the now horizontal Hierophant Wand points directly at the Aspirant/Hegemon/Kerux
stack (2C).
10.8. Hiero. Unpurified and unconsecrated, you may not continue.
10.9. Dadauchos. Hold the Dadauchos Censer and tap on the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant
stack four times in the form of a cross (top, bottom, left, right).
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10.13. Stolistes. I purify with water.

10.14. Stolistes. Place the Stolistes Cup onto the Stolistes Lamen.
10.15. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant Wand.
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10.16. Hiero. Child of Earth, twice purified and twice consecrated, thou mayest
approach the Gateway of the West.

10.17. Hiero. Move Hierophant stack up to the east, away from the Altar, turning it
90 degrees deosil to point the Hierophant Wand directly to the east (1C).

10.18. Hegemon. Pick up the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant stack. Tap between the Hierophant and the Altar (2C). Tap the Dadauchos. Place the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant
stack just below the Dadauchos (5E).

10.19. Hiereus. Put the Banner of the West on top of the Hiereus stack. Move the
Hiereus stack up, adjacent to the west edge of the Altar (5C).

10.20. Hiereus. Pass not until you know my name.

10.21. Aspirant. Touch the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant stack.
10.22. Aspirant. Darkness is your name.

10.23. Hiereus. Move the Hiereus stack down to the west, away from the Altar (7C).
Replace the Banner of the West in the northwest (7A).
10.24. Hiereus. Fear not. Pass on.

10.25. Hegemon. Pick up the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant stack. Tap between the Altar and the Hiereus (5C). Tap the Stolistes. Place the stack between the Stolistes and
the Sentinel (2A).

10.26. Hiero. Put the Banner of the East on top of the Hierophant stack. Move the
Hierophant stack down to between the pillars at the east edge of the Altar (2C).

10.27. Hiero. Pass not until you know my name.

10.28. Aspirant. Touch the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant stack.
10.29. Aspirant. Light Dawning art thou.
10.30. Hiero. Touch the Hierophant stack.

10.31. Hiero. Unbalanced Power is the ebbing away of life.
Unbalanced Mercy is weakness and the fading out of the Will.
Unbalanced Severity is cruelty and barrenness of Mind.
Thou hast known me now, so pass on to the Cubical Altar of the Universe.

10.33. Hegemon. Pick up the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant stack. Tap between the Altar and the Hierophant (2C). Tap the Dadauchos.

10.32. Hiero. Move the Hierophant stack up to the east (1C). Replace the Banner of
the East in the southeast (1E).

10.11. Dadauchos. Place the Dadauchos Censer onto the Dadauchos Lamen.

10.34. Kerux. Remove the three cards of the Kerux (Lamp, Staff, Lamen) from the
stack and place them in the lower right corner (southwest) (7E).

10.10. Dadauchos. I consecrate with fire.
10.12. Stolistes. Hold the Stolistes Cup and tap on the Kerux/Hegemon/Aspirant
stack four times in the form of a cross (top, bottom, right, left).

